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Abstract –With the rapid growth of networking mechanisms, where large amount of data can be transferred 
between users over different media, the necessity of secure systems to maintain data privacy increases significantly. 
Different techniques have been introduced to encrypt data during the transfer process to avoid any kind of attack. 
One of these techniques is to hide the data inside another file which is called Steganography. In steganography, data 
is hidden inside a carrier file where anyone can see, but the hidden data inside it cannot be discovered.  To this end, 
good algorithms can avoid the suspicion of having any attacker by applying some criteria before sending the data. In 
this paper, we present an algorithm to hide data using a text file as a carrier. Left-Right Remarks that represent 
Unicode symbols are used to hide the data inside the text file. Moreover, our algorithm can be applied in different 
size textual data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background  
Steganography is a security mechanism used to hide data inside a carrier file such as image, sound, video, or text 
[1].  The main idea is to hide data inside the carrier file and then placing the Stego file in some transport media. 
Stegoanalysis will start analyzing the data if there is any suspicion about the carrier file. Some file properties will be 
basic rules for the analyzer to discover the hidden data.  The file size and file format are examples of such 
properties. As shown in Figure 1, Steganography  is mainly classified into four categories depending on the type of 
the carrier file, i.e. image, audio, video, or text. Moreover, Text Steganography can be classified into different 
categories depending on the file application.  
Most of Steganography algorithms are applied on images which contain huge amount of data. The Least 
Significant Bit replacement algorithm (LSB) is one such Steganography algorithm [2]. Other complex algorithms 
have also been introduced to be applied on images. However, the main problems are[3]: 
1. File Size :- Image file sizes are already relatively large compared to other files.  
2. Image Distortion: - The replacement of some bits may destroy/distort the image, and this will enable the 
Stegoanalysis to acquire the hidden data [4]. 
3. Deterministic Changes: The same deterministic algorithm will produce the same distribution bits over the 
image and this will produce the same hidden image area style. In other words, if we try to replace white 
pixels by red ones, all white pixels will be converted to red, and this way, the original file could be easily 
extracted. 
Audio carrier files also have some weak points, since any audio signal can be converted and processed in 
frequency domain and by computing the lower control limit and upper control limit, we can deduce if there are any 
hidden data in that file. Video carrier files have the disadvantages of merging the weaknesses in sound and image 
files [5][6]. 
Text files represent the smallest files in terms of size that can be used to transfer data from sender to receiver, 
when compared with the other carrier files [7]. Moreover, huge amount of textual data over the internet enables us to 
hide data over different websites and update those websites with a new style of hidden information that can be 
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embedded within the files. On other hand, text files represent the most difficult Steganography carrier files that do 
not have redundant patterns like other carrier files [3]. 
B. Main Contributions and Paper Organization 
A promising text steganography algorithm is presented in this paper. The main idea is to use the Right-to-Left 
Remark (U200F) and the Left-to-Right Remark (U200E) to hide secret data. In our algorithm, we also suggest 
optimization techniques to offer the highest performance to achieve “Magic Triangle Concepts” for Steganography; 
that is, the function ability to achieve transparency, robustness, and hiding capacity. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss previous text Steganography techniques. 
Our proposed Remarks algorithm is discussed in Section III. Discussion and analysis of our algorithm are also 
provided in the same Section.  Simulation results are provided in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are 
offered in Section V. 
 
Figure 1. Steganography Carrier Media classification 
II. RELATED WORKS 
Text Steganography can be classified into three categories depending on the hidden information methods; 
linguistic, format, and random.  Different linguistic methods are classified into two categories. The first one is 
syntax and the other one is semantic methods [8]. These methods have been developed by creating a dictionary of 
synonyms and creating representations of each word by bit. Authors in [8] presented a synonyms algorithm to hide 
data in Bahasa Melayu language, where the hidden algorithm was divided into two phases. The first step converted 
hidden message into binary code using ASCII codes. Then, a synonyms file was created, where the sender and 
recipient must have same word list to encrypt and decrypt the message. If the sender wants to insert a zero in the 
text, there is no need for word replacement. Otherwise, the word is replaced from the synonyms file. The same 
strategy will be iterated until the end of the secret message is reached.  The recipient can decrypt the message by an 
inverting strategy and comparing if a replacement occurs, in which case the secret code is 1. 
Another similar technique was presented in [9]. The algorithm consisted of three input sources; natural language, 
secret message and the key; and one output which was the Stego-object. By creating lexical substitutions set and 
variant forms of the same word, after the first scan, the system will recognize each word and to which set it belongs 
to. The lexical analyzer was then used for Chinese language to embed the correct word in the carrier files and take 
the context into consideration. 
Stganography carrier 
Image Video Audio Text 
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In [10], the authors introduced two linguistic methods using Telugu language (spoken language in the state of 
Andhra and other states of India). The first method used one of Telugu characteristics by classifying characters into 
two groups, where the first group would pass 0 and the other group would pass 1.  The other method applied Telugu 
language punctuation marks by distributing them into four groups, each group used to pass two bits. 
Another Text Stegonography algorithm was introduced in [11], where the space character was added after words 
and two bits were encoded. Depending on the number of word letters, and the number of space characters after that 
word, one of the values in the set {00, 01, 10, 11} would be passed. Authors in [3] also  introduced another space 
method. Single spaces were used to pass 0, and double spaces were used to pass 1. The previous two methods have a 
problem in which a word processor highlights the additional spaces. 
In [11] a new method was introduced to hide data inside Telugu text by horizontally shifting inherent vowel signs. 
The main advantage of this method is that huge amount of data can be hidden inside the text file. Another algorithm 
was introduced in [12] by merging between three languages Chinese, Arabic, and English. At the beginning, the 
authors created two tables; the first one storing Arabic Diacritics and the other table storing English letters. By 
translating Chinese text into English sentences, each English letter would correspond to two Arabic Diacritics. Then, 
the Arabic text was created which contained selected Diacritics. 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
In this work, the idea is to hide data inside a word file without any change in the file format. Stegoanalysis will try 
to analyze the file content and formatting. If there is any change in the file format, it can catch the hidden data. In 
our algorithm, we will use the Right-to-Left Remark (U200F) symbol “ ” and the Left-to-Right Remark (U200E) 
symbol “ ”  to hide bits inside the message. Our method will not change the format of the file and can also be 
applied to different languages regardless of the UNICODE or ASCII coding. Moreover, it is easy to apply this 
method using Microsoft office word application to hide data. 
To avoid the retyping problem that the attacker may employ, we convert our file to PDF, which prevents anyone 
from ediingt it. 
Scenarios to hide the data are as follows:  
1. (00) add nothing   
2. (01) add Right-to-Left Remark (U200F) 
3. (10) Left-to-Right Remark (U200E) 
4. (11) Left-to-Right Remark (U200E), Right-to-Left Remark (U200F) 
By applying one of these four cases, we can hide data without any changes in the file information. 
A. Algorithm I: Hiding Data 
Input: - Carrier file, hidden bits file 
Output: - Stego file (embedded U200E && U200F file) 
Step1:- Choose any DOC file  
Step 2. Repeat while !(EOF)// repeat until the end of the  hidden file 
Step3: Embed hidden data in the selected file   
            Step 3a. Start from first letter of the carrier file           
            Step 3b. Pack out the first two hidden bits  
                      If 00 then no U200F nor U200E  
                      Else if 01 then there is U200F 
                      Else if 10 then there is U200E 
                      Else add U200F and U200E. 
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Step 5: Go to step 2 
Step 6 : Save file as PDF then send it to other side. 
B. Algorithm II: Data Extraction 
Input:-Stegofile 
Output: - Secure data, original file 
Step1:- Open PDF Message  
Step 2. Repeat while!(EOF)// repeat until the end of Stego file 
Step 3: Embed hidden data in selected file  
            Step 3a. Separate each letter           
            Step 3b.  
                      If there is nothing then 00  
                      Else if only U200F then 01  
                      Else if U200E then it’s a 10 
                      Else, 11 
Step 4: Go to step 3 
Step 5: Read hidden data. 
 
C. Algorithm: Optimization 
Our algorithm has some main advantages which are listed below. Other advantages are also provided in Section 
IV. The main advantages are: 
a) File format will not be affected by embedding the Stego data 
b) The algorithm be applied to any language  
However, the file size depends on hidden data, which may increase dramatically. Therefore, we suggest the 
following solution to solve the file size issue. 
Before we embed data, we will collect statistical information about the percentage of ones and zeros and apply the 
following strategy:  
      
                                                                                          
                                                                              
        (1) 
The best case would be the case where all hidden data are zeros or ones. In this case, the file size will not change 
at all. However, the worst case is when half of the hidden data are zeros and the other half are ones. Therefore, the 
best way to optimize our work is to find the largest sequence of string that contains zeros or ones. The file size can 
be then optimized by considering the relationship in Equation 1. 
 
IV.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
Our simulation results are divided into two parts. The first one is concerned about which optimization step is 
employed, as shown in Table I. We created secret messages, converted the messages into ASCII, and computed the 
number of ones and zeros in each message. Based on Equation 1, the table provides us with a decision as to what 
would be the most optimized step to proceed with. 
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Table I. Optimization algorithm decision 
Message Number of Bits Applied algorithm 
Steganography 104                                           
How are you 88                           
See You 56                                           
At 10 40                           
See You At 10 104                           
From our simulation results we conclude that the best way to optimize the embedded message with respect to the 
file size is to separate our message word by word (where the space binary code is 00100000), and apply formulation 
(1) to each word. For example, if our secret message is “See You At 10”, and if we apply the Scenario 1, the file size 
would increase, and this may lead to violating one of the important steganography concepts; transparency. In 
contrast, if we split the message into parts, and apply the best scenario to each part,  one case is that the message 
“See You At 10” could be divided into two parts, where “See You” will use scenario 4, and “At 10” will use 
scenario 1. By using the switching scenarios strategy, storage space will be saved as much as possible, and this will 
improve the transparency goal. 
In Table II, we analyze the ability of a few websites to hide bits and also compute the capacity ratio for each (see 
Equation 2). In our experiments, we assume that hidden bits are inserted between any two words to make it easier to 
decrypt by finding the space in the file and then finding the Remarks. 
Table II. The capacity of articles in web pages for hiding data 
# Website Article Number of words that 
can be embedded 
Text Size 
(Kilo Byte) 
Capacity 
Ratio 
1 www.nydailynews.com 826 8.8 674 
2 www.aljazeera.com 1658 18.7 637 
3 www.englisharticles.info 1351 15.9 610 
4 www.latimes.com 1208 14.8 586 
 
Capacity Ratio= (Number of hidden bits/carrier file size) %100                        (2) 
It's interesting to note that the average number of word letters in any English file is 9.2 letters [13]. The capacity  
ratio can be calculated from Equation 2. In addition, the proposed Remarks algorithm can be applied regardless of 
the language being used. 
In summary, the Remarks algorithm has the following advantages: 
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1. Language independent: - Remarks algorithm can be applied in any language. This feature enables users to 
hide data in different file formats (Unicode, ASCII). This is while other algorithms depend on language 
characteristics, which limits the algorithm flexibility. 
2. Improved transparency: - This algorithm improves the transparency feature since the Stego file format seems 
as the original file.  
3. File format: - Our method is not dependent on any special format. This allows the use of the carrier text in 
different formats such as HTML pages, Microsoft Word documents or even plain text format.  
4. Algorithm optimization: - Our method suggests optimization steps to reduce the file size change. 
5. Hiding capacity: Remarks algorithm enable users to hide huge amount of data between two letters. Any two 
users can determine where the suitable place to insert bits would be. In our simulations, we used the space 
between two words to hide one word, where the whole message can also be hidden in one space. 
V. CONCLUSION  
Different algorithms have been presented to hide data inside text files. Some of these methods were designed to be 
applied in specific languages [8][9], while others can be  applied regardless of the language. In this paper, we 
presented a promising algorithm that can be used to hide data inside text files of any language by using Remarks 
(Right, Left). In our method, we pass two bits in each symbol. Moreover, we suggest optimization techniques that 
can be used to minimize the file size and insert huge amount of data. 
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